Leveraging a Technology Solution to Rapidly Care for your resources during the Covid19 Crisis

The challenge

83%

of companies do not have processes and systems in place to track all of their workforce.

Source: PwC, Covid-19 Navigator, as of March 30, 2020

The solution

Could PwC’s preconfigured Oracle Health and Safety Solution help you digitize your response to COVID19?

COVID 19 has helped many organizations realize how unprepared they were to manage their workforce through a global pandemic. Having what might seem like a simple mechanism to track the health and well-being of their own resources during these unprecedented events has become a real business issue. What if there was a quick and relatively painless way to plug that gap and proactively manage your Company’s response?

For Oracle Clients that opportunity exists in the form of PwC’s pre-configured instance of Oracle’s Workforce Health and Safety Product

PwC Check-In product overview

Privacy-led design
Access controls enforced so that only the right users have access to see and take actions on incidents.

Mobile enabled
Report incidents and take actions easily using your mobile phones or tablets or laptops

Provides transparency
Role based dashboards to show real-time analytics about your employees and the overall health and safety information in the organization

Build confidence, reduce risk and support your employees—now

Model System Approach

Oracle Workforce Health and Safety for Covid19
(Offered Free by Oracle)

Source: Center of Disease Control (CDC) guidelines

Identify
1. Know immediately when an employee or associate becomes a Covid19 positive or experiencing similar symptoms

Inform
1. Inform all exposed employees
2. Quarantine them
3. Track their well-being
4. Decontaminate affected areas

Isolate
1. Take immediate action to quarantine the employee
2. Investigate potential exposure to other employees

Know your people’s risk exposure to Covid19
Empower your people by giving them the ability to notify you about any concerns or incidents in the workplace. Get a real-time view of the employee’s risk exposure to Covid19 and track their progress

Communicate effectively with employees
Communicate to all employees who may have been in contact with an affected individual and take action to suggest quarantine while tracking their overall wellbeing. Link incidents together to keep a full and comprehensive record

Enable a lower risk workplace
Quickly document actions and track progress such as sanitizing the workplace by scheduling deep clean contaminated area, ensuring PPE equipment is available, arranging for alternate cleaners if needed, and provide employees with hand sanitizers in appropriate locations

Have a digital paper trail
All of your incidents, investigations and action tracking will be stored in one central place and can be accessed at any time in the future, to protect yourself from any future liability

Report with Confidence
Report on workplace health and safety status to internal and external authorities with confidence
Workforce Health and Safety Product Feature

**Simplified incident reporting**
Easy to use, employee self-service incident reporting. Tablet-ready capture of critical information in real time with documentation and visualizations

**Manage risk and take actions**
Collect both incident, near miss, and 'unsafe condition' information (Hazards). Document and track actions immediately

**Workflow driven response approach**
Investigate the incident and drive a response immediately using automated workflow capability

**Create awareness**
Safety dashboards & KPIs to meet and track safety objectives

How can PwC help deploy this solution?

**Provide a at-cost implementation for COVID19**
PwC will provide a at-cost implementation for Oracle Workforce Health and Safety for a period of time

**Pre-Configured & Ready to Use**
Leverage PwC's pre-configured model system to accelerate a rapid deployment of Oracle Health & Safety

**Covid19 best practice content**
Learn from PwC’s own experience in responding to Covid19 for a workforce of over 50,000 people

**Intelligent Reporting**
Intelligent dashboards and visualizations that will allow you to focus on your highest risk exposures throughout your response

Empower your people and take actions now.
Provide ability to your employees to report incidents as they happen. Take actions immediately and effectively to address the incident. Be able to report on any health and safety incidents with confidence and reduce risk from future liabilities by storing all actions and communications in one place